Roric Tobin

Highland by Vivienne Westwood
“The Rug Company is re-releasing some of its iconic designs. This Vivienne Westwood design would be fantastic for a library. Rugs in general give designers such an opportunity to take a traditional motif (in this case, a tartan) and adjust the scale to make it something entirely modern.”
therugcompany.com

Lalan Collection in ‘Dove’
“The Lalani collection at Stark is another current favorite. In fact, I just ordered ‘Storm’ for the family room in the house I’m building! This flat weave is perfect for high-traffic areas, including as a runner for corridors. But it’s stylish enough that it doesn’t make these areas seem like afterthoughts at all. And at 1.5-feet wide, they are perfect for larger rooms too.”
starkcarpet.com

Delft Tiles by Rita Rosenfeld
Shatter Collection
“I spotted it at their showroom and think it’s fantastic. It’s new and fresh, but still has a classic beauty to it.”
martinpatrichevan.com

Maximus Collection
Marc Phillips Rugs
“I am also in love with this collection from Marc Phillips. They look and feel like the ropes (lines as any true sailor would insist on calling them) of a boat. They are elegant enough to be used indoors in a seaside home, but the fact that they can be used outdoors would also make them ideal for any yacht.”
marcphillipsrugs.com

Kaleidoscope by Charlotte Rodiere
“This Himalayan wool and silk area rug could work in so many different spaces: an office, a sitting area, a media room – it is subtle, but deeply detailed.”
warpandweft.com

Luca Andrisani

Pixel by CRS Paola Lenti
“The three-dimensional quality of the felt elements is really appealing to me. Plus, felt is not only very good to the touch but has great sound absorbing qualities.”
paulalentiti.it

Manga Original by Patricia Urquiola
“I like the playfulness of this rug that looks like a hand-knitted sweater.”
gan-rugs.com

Kaleidoscope by Claesson Koivisto Rune
“This carpet is very versatile. It’s amazing how many different shapes you can create by simply repeating the same felt elements.”
paulalentiti.it

Graphic/Herringbone in Beige
“Besides its sustainable aspects, I like the innovation of these carpets which have made vinyl flooring look like expensive hand-woven rugs.”
bolon.com

Gio Ponti
“I like this rug because of its irregular lines which easily adapt to any room size and shape.”
molent.it